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Abstract 
Torrano, E. and R. Guadalupe, On the moment problem in the bounded case, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 49 (1993) 263-269, 
Through the matrix treatment of the theory of orthogonal polynomials on curves or domains of the complex 
plane, we extend to arbitrary bounded regions the results of Atzmon (1975) for the unit disc. 
Keywords: Hermitian moment problem; orthogonal polynomials; hyponormal and subnormal operators 
1. Introduction and notation 
The problem we state and solve is sufficiently general. Given an infinite positive definite 
Hermitian matrix (HDP) M = (c~~>~~=,, necessary and sufficient conditions are given that 
ensure the existence of a positive Bore1 measure on a bounded region 0 of the complex plane 
such that 
cij = t’,Tj d&z). / R 
Given M, provided it comes from a measure or not, we call M’ the matrix which results 
from eliminating from matrix M its first column. M, and ML are the corresponding sections of 
order it of A4 and M’ respectively, i.e., the restrictions to their first it rows and columns. 
From M, an infinite Hessenberg matrix D = (dij)yjzo can be constructed such that its 
section of order 12 satisfies 
D,, = Tn-‘M;(T,*)-‘, (1) 
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where h4,, = T,T,,* is the Choleski decomposition of M,, verifying 
d,, _ PLllMi-II ) i=l 2 
1,1-l - J ,Mi,2 7 ,---, I&1=1. 
In [7] we studied the main properties of {en}:=, and its relation with the sequence of 
normalized orthogonal polynomials (SNOPs) { Z’,( z>}:=~ associated with M. Specifically, the 
eigenvalues of 0, are the zeros of the polynomial P,(z). Matrix D generalizes the tridiagonal 
Jacobi matrix of the classical theory in R. We have 
P,(z) =lzZ, -D,l, P,(z) is manic. (3) 
We denote by ZZ the vector space of all polynomials with complex coefficients, endowed with 
the inner product given by M. Let P be the pre-Hilbert space of the finite nonzero sequences 
with the inner product (x, y) = CF=r~~jj~. If we substitute the usual base {z”}T=, in 17 by the 
SNOP {pn(z)}r_O, the matrix M of the inner product becomes the identity I. An isomorphism 
can be established between the pre-Hilbert spaces II and P, 4 : I7 + P, such Jhat to each 
qn(z) E II there corresponds in P the vector of its coordinates with respect to {Pn<z)}~=O. We 
know that p is e2. 
In the sequel, A* is the adjoint operator of A (or the conjugated transposed matrix). 
2. Characterization 
The matrices D, conveniently refilled with zeros are operators of e 2 + e *, since the sums 
are always finite. If there exists a K E Iw, such that ]I D, II G K, Vn, then from the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem we can ensure that {D,} -D strongly and ]I D II G K (see [3]). If that is not 
the case, then it is not obvious that D : .t 2 -+ t 2. 
For this reason, we restrict our attention to the bounded case. The boundedness of the set 
0, should it exist, ensures, as we saw in [7], the uniform boundedness of the norms of the 
sequence (D,>~= 1. 
To limit our study to this case we use the following result. 
Proposition 2.1. Zf the infinite HDP matrix M = (cij>~j=O proceeds from a Bore1 measure on a 
bounded set, then 
c 
lim 
n+l,n+l 
<K< +w, KE R,. 
n C n,n 
Proof. From the existence of the measure we have that ci n =G c,_ 1 n_ 1c,+1 n+ 1. As a conse- 
quence, the sequence {cn + l,n + , /c,,,)~=, is monotone nondecreasing. Since fl is bounded, 
1) z ]I * G K and thus lim.(/, I( z ]]2n dZ4z))“” exists and is bounded by K. •I 
Proposition 2.2. Zf D = (dij>Tj=, is an upper Hessenberg matrix with real positive subdiagonal, 
then we can construct the HDP matrix M = (cij>~j=O from which it follows by the formulas 
cij=(D;i’e,, DAe,), O<i, j<n-1, 
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where e, = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)’ is the vector column of dimension II, and ( . , * > is the usual product in 
C”. (We assume that M is normalized so that co,0 = 1.) 
Proof. If we expand (31, using (2) and noting that 11 p,(z) 11 2= 1 M,,,, I / 1 M,, 1, we obtain 
n+l 
,&(.z) = c dinPi( n = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
i=O 
If u = (a,, a,, . . . , ak> is the coordinate vector of a qk(z) E II with respect to (~~(z)}~=,, using 
the previous expression, it is obvious that D k+2~t is the coordinate vector of zqk(z) with 
respect to the SNOP; consequently, if ek and e; are the coordinate vectors of zk, with respect 
to the bases (z”l~=, and {~~(_z)]~=~, truncated at it > k, we have 
cij= (ejM,, ei> = (ei, el> = (Die;, Dkeh), 
whenever i, j < n - 1. Since c0 0 = 1, then e, = e& and the proposition holds. q 
Let us state the main theorem of [l] with our notation. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M = (cij>~j=o be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then 
cij = z’.i? d&z), 
/ R 
for a certain positive Bore1 measure u on the closed unit disk if and only if 
(i) c cm+j,n+kwn,jwm.k a ‘7 
m,n,j,k 
for any matrix (wj,,>~,=, with finite nonzero rows and columns, and 
(ii) 5 (ci,j -ci+l,j+l)wiwj 2 O, 
i,j=O 
for any finite nonzero sequence of complex numbers { w,}FzO. 
This is the result which we immediately extend in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let M = (cij>TjzO be an infinite HDP matrix such 
then 
M is a moment matrix if and only if D is subnormal. 
that lim.c,+,,,+,/c,,. < +=J; 
Proof. From condition (ii) of Theorem 2.3 we have that II ;Sll G 1, where S is the multiplication 
by z in II. On the one hand, the boundedness guarantees the uniqueness of the extension of S 
to I?. On the other hand, the bound allows to restrict to the unit disk. This is unnecessary, the 
boundedness of S can be achieved by our assumption on c,+ 1 n+ 1/c, n. 
In [71 we proved that lim.c,+,,,+,/c,. = sup, II D,, II 2. If’limrrc,;ln+l/~ 
exists as an e2 
= K, then D 
operator, and, moreover, 1’1 D II < K. Since D is bounded, the;enis no problem 
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with the existence of D”. It also holds that II S II = II D II. In_fact, the_ isgmorphism 4: II + P 
pointed out above can be extended trivially taking limits, 4 : 17 -+ P, P =12. We have that 
II $ II = 1; at the same time $ defines a linear function @ : I,(n) + I,( t2), where L(n), L( e2) 
are the spaces of all bounded functions on n and ! 2, 
that if A E L(n), then @(A) = 6 0 A 0 $-‘, 
respectively. The linear function is such 
and it is clear that Q(S) = D and it preserves the 
norm. 
Condition (i> of Theorem 2.3 is equivalent to the statement hat the operator S, supposed to 
be bounded, satisfies 
i Csi4j7 sjq,) > O, 
i,j=O 
for any bounded set of polynomials 
equality: 
r r 
41Lz),~. . , &z). The isometry above justifies the following 
c ( S’qj, S’q,) = c (D’u;, D’uf) > 0, 
i,j=O i,j=O 
where uj = 4(qjjt and ui = +(qijt. Since P is dense in e”, you also have 
k (D’xj, D’xt) > 0 1 7 
i,j=O 
for any x1, x2,. . . , x, it 2 and for any natural r. As we know [2], this is equivalent to saying 
that D is subnormal. CI 
3. Consequences 
To obtain D by sections is tedious, and to prove that such sections satisfy the condition 
above is as impracticable as verifying (i) of Theorem 2.3, although it may be useful to give 
negative answers. In any case, putting the emphasis on the subnormality of D instead of on the 
moment condition as in [l] opens the way to the use of proper tools of operator theory. 
Remark 3.1. There is an interesting chain of inclusions, assuming the boundedness of D. We 
know [5] that 
D strongly normal c D normal c D quasi normal c D subnormal c D hyponormal. 
We remind that D is strongly normal if all its sections D, are normal and that D is quasi 
normal if (even when D *b # DD * > you have D( D *D) = (DD *) D. 
Strong normality yields [8] that D is tridiagonally symmetric, and thus is equivalent to a real 
bounded case with M a Hankel matrix. The interest in these inclusions consists in that they 
give conditions, when D is simple, that allow to solve in one or other sense the bounded 
moment problem. 
Example 3.2. (i) Consider the infinite matrix M = I. Using (11, simple calculations show that in 
this case D is the right-shift matrix in e2, which is obviously bounded. 
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For this particular D, you have D( D*D> = (DD*)D, and since D is quasi normal, it is 
subnormal; therefore, the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are given and M is of moments. It is well 
known [5, problem 821 that D : t’ 2 + t 2 is such that a(D) = {z: II z II < 1). 
We also know that the normal extension is the bilateral shift W, and that o(W) = {z: llz(l = 1) 
[5, problem 841, this set being the domain where the measure is defined. We have the 
Lebesgue’s measure on the unit circle. 
(ii) Let M= (min(i + 1, j + l))~j=O. It is HDP and such that 
limn%+*,n+l/cn,n = 1. If we calculate D by means of (l), we have 
1 0 0 0 0 *.*’ 
1 0 0 0 0 **. 
0 1 0 0 0 *** 
0 0 1 0 0 .** ; 
0 0 0 1 0 *** 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . I 
IMJ=l, Vn ; moreover, 
D= 
in this case, 
1 -1 0 0 0 *.* \ 
-1 0 0 0 0 a.0 
0 0 0 0 0 *** 
D*D-DD*= 0 0 0 0 0 **. * 
0 0 0 0 0 *.* 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . / 
This last matrix is not positive semi-definite; therefore, D is not hyponormal and thus not 
subnormal. Consequently, M is not of moments. 
In fact, it is not necessary to verify that D is not hyponormal; it suffices to see that A4 does 
not fulfil the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on the main diagonal. Incidentally, this seems to 
suggest a certain relation between this fact and the hyponormality of D. Let us see some results 
in that line. 
Definition 3.3. We say that the HDP matrix M = (cii>~j=O is of Cuuchy-Schwartz if and only if 
c& G c,_i,n-*c,+l,n+i, n = 1, 2,. . . * 
Proposition 3.4. Let M = (cij)~j=o be diagonal, positive definite and satisfying lim~c,+,,,+,/c,,, 
< +m; then 
M is of Cauchy-Schwartz if and only if D is hyponormal. 
Proof. Using (1) to the case of a diagonal matrix M = (ciiSi,j)~j=o, we obtain 
D= 
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It is immediate that 
I w%o 0 0 . . , \ 
0 C22/Cll - Cll/% 0 . . . 
D”D-DD”= 0 0 cdc22 - C22/Cll 
\ : ** I 
D is hyponormal if and only if the matrix D*D - DD* is positive semidefinite and, as we see, 
this is the case if and only if 
C n+l,n+l C n,n - 
C 
20, vn E {l, 2,...}, 
n,n C n-l,n-1 
which is equivalent to A4 being of Cauchy-Schwartz. q 
The condition of D, making the existence of A4 abstract, obviously coincides with what is 
known about the weighted shifts which are hyponormal, that is, monotonicity and boundedness 
(see L61). 
Proposition 3.5. Let M = (cij)~j=O be positive definite, satisfying lim,c,+,,,+ 1/c,,, < + 03; then 
we have 
if D is hyponormal, then M is of Cauchy-Schwartz. 
Proof. D is hyponormal if and only if D *D - DD” >/ 0, that is, 
((D*D-~~*)f,f) 20, vfe2. 
Therefore (D*Df, f) > (DD*f, f), VffEe’, then (Of, Of> 2 (D*f, D*f>, Vf~r’, and 
11 Df II 2 1) D *f I(, Vf E e 2. Taking f = D”e,, we have 
I]D*D”e,jj GI\D~+$,II, 
C n,n = (Pe,, D”e,) = (D*D”e,, D”-‘e,) < 1) D*D”e, 1) 1) Dn-‘e, 1) 
< (1 Dn+‘e, 11 11 DnP1e, II= /( Dn+‘e,, Dn+‘e,) {< Dn-‘eO, D”-‘e,) 
Note that this result is independent of the existence or not of a measure. Moreover, the fact 
that there are hyponormal operators which are not subnormal [5, problem 2031 makes obvious, 
using Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 3.5, that there exist HDP matrices which are of Cauchy- 
Schwartz but not of moments. 
Some results on the range of values W(D,) of the sections of matrix D that we obtained [4] 
when A4 was of moments can now be proved based on the subnormality of D. 
Corollary 3.6. 
W(D,) c conv(L?)), n = 1, 2,. . . , 
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where L! is the support of the distribution or the region limited by the support in the case of 
distributions on curves. 
Proof. Since D is subnormal, W(D) = conv(a(D)) (see [5, problem 2171). On the other hand, it 
is obvious that W(D,> c W(D), while by the theorem on the spectral resolutions it results that 
a(D) = a, and the proof is complete. 0 
Is easy to see that any point of W(D) can be approximated by points of W<D,>. Indeed, if 
t = (Dx, x) with II x I( = 1, x E!‘*, it is enough to take It,}, t, = (D,(x),, (x),), where (x,> is 
the projection over the space of its II first coordinates, and to pass t, to the limit when n tends 
to infinity. 
Remark 3.7. If we consider the moment problem not knowing the region, Proposition 2.1 gives 
us information concerning the boundedness or not of 0, while Corollary 3.6 can indicate the 
form of its convex hull in some simple cases. 
The uniqueness in the bounded case is obvious. Consider the dilation with center at the 
origin and ratio k = l/ 1) D II so that the measure remains unaltered; that is, pl(IcA) = p(A) for 
any set A c a. Then, the set {kz: z E O} is contained in the unit disk and we can apply the 
contents of the observation in [l, p.3211. 
More details on the matrices A4, and D,, before and after the transformation cyz + p of the 
support may be found in [7]. 
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